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Preparing for the week ahead : Corellian 3 Step Process 

Step 1: Where did markets end last week and why? 

Markets came into a relatively buoyant Friday open, perhaps 
employing a “glass half full” mantra with Nord Stream opening all be 
it at a reduced level, and a potential agreement with Russia on grain 
exports (without any confidence Putin will stick to it). Any optimism 
was wiped out in the afternoon session with equities down, BUT the 
big story was the drop in US yields and other global yields.  

Friday data: PMI data was weak in Australia, Japan and especially 
France and Germany. France AND Germany saw manufacturing drop into contraction, not good news. US PMI services fell 
sharply which was a shock and also falling into contraction. CAD Retail sales coming in at 2.2% mom after 1.6% expected 
suggests the Canadian consumer is in better shape than most ,and justifying the BoC 100 bps hike. 

Global bond yields fell across the 10yr space, UK gilts fell 11bps, Bund yields down 19bps and US down 12bps. All pointing 
towards risk aversion. 

Traders finally realize the risk “off” trade. After a healthy mid week rally in equities traders took their time to digest the 
disappointing earnings from SNAP and Twitter (after hours Thursday), and the hugely disappointing US PMI, selling in the final 
session hours with the US Tech 100 off 1.9% and US 500 down 1%. (See page 3 for the US Tech 100  & USA 500 Technical 
Update).     

The USD  fell against most on Friday as US yields fell but it is worth noting that most global yields fell too.There was some short 
covering towards the close and next week is month end so there could be some big swings.  

Commodities  Oil is volatile and hard to call with tightness still seen in oil markets and capacity issues at refineries keeping fuel 
costs high. West Texas Intermediate traded near $96 a barrel in a choppy session on Friday. One major development Friday 
was Russia and Ukraine reached a deal aimed at releasing millions of tons of grain from Ukraine’s Black Sea ports that, if 
realised, that would help ease strained global grain supplies and take some pressure off food prices that surged to records 
levels in recent months, Wheat futures fell 6.41% on the day.( see page 5 for Wheat Technical update). 
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Step 3: Looking forward to the week ahead  

Important events are coloured in bold red, all times are British Summer Time (BST)   

Please use the key opposite to adjust to your appropriate time zone        

Individual Share Update (Some of the key earnings next week in the chart below): 

The USA 500 closed the week below the psychological level’s of 4000. Growing concerns on ad spending triggered a round of 
selloff’s, most notably Alphabet Inc and Meta who both report next week. 

(see page 3 for technical updates for US Tech 100 and USA 500). 

The Germany 40 gained some support from the reopening of the Nord Stream pipeline. However analysts are reducing ex-
pectations for European stocks over fears of recession looming. After last weeks aggressive rate hike by the ECB of 50bps to 
fight inflation, the danger is that any further aggressive hikes could impact the EU’s already fragile economy. Earning reports 
from European exporters next week are expected to show just how much pain has been inflicted by energy shortages and 
high inflation.                                                                                                                                                                                                  
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Central Bank Meetings and Key Central Bank Speakers: 

Another important week ahead, with an increased likelihood of volatility from the  US Federal Reserve decision on 
Wednesday, and headline risks. 
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Tuesday: BOJ Meeting minutes. Although generally a non event, any mention of JPY current weakness could have an impact 
on the currency.                                                                                                    

Wednesday: Fed Interest Rate decision. The Fed is expected to raise rates by 75 bps and the market has this priced in. The 
Fed’s upper range policy target is 3.5 % by year end 2022 (highest level since 2008).Traders are leaning towards a 50 bps hike 
in September rather than a 75 bps move, following the weak US PMI data release last Friday 
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Key Economic Data Next Week:   

A few key data points to focus on for traders this week. 

Monday: EUR, German IFO a survey of German business expectations and confidence, always important data, and  following 
Friday’s PMI number this could also be more weak data. 

Tuesday: US New Home Sales, markets will be watching closely to this, as there are some signs of cracks in the data and may 
see demand stall, which would be negative for risk. 

Wednesday: AUD CPI. ISM Services. Vital data for the RBA may well impact the AUD and RBA thinking on further rate hikes. 
USD Durable Goods. Often very volatile, but does give good insight to consumer spending, which may have shifted more to 
services. 

Thursday: AUD Retail Sales. Like CPI will be closely monitored by the RBA ,and could impact the AUD hard if liquidity is low. 
EUR-German HICP. A form of CPI inflation therefore highly sensitive data for markets and the ECB. US GDP. Although 
somewhat backward looking markets often react. 

Friday: EUR GDP preliminary. Markets often sensitive to this data and the ECB will be keeping a close eye. 
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Friday: US Personal Income and PCE . Vital data for the Fed , and preferred gauge for inflation. Could move bonds and other 
markets if off from consensus. US Michigan Consumer Confidence. Packed full of useful data, inflation expectations and 
consumer sentiment all in there, and just as important as the headline. Pay close attention! 

Commodity Focus: Oil and Wheat 

Oil is volatile and hard to call with tightness still seen in oil markets and capacity issues at refineries keeping fuel costs high.  Oil 
fluctuated, struggling to find direction as markets weighed supply disruptions from a major pipeline to slowed economic 
growth in Europe. Crude fell on soft Euro-zone economic activity, stoking fears that a recession might be on the horizon. (See 
below for the Oil Technical Update). 

Wheat had some interesting developments on Friday. Russia and Ukraine reached a deal aimed at releasing millions of tons of 
grain from Ukraine’s Black Sea ports that, if implemented, would mark a major step toward shoring up global food supplies. 
The deal could help revive agricultural trade from one of the world’s biggest wheat, corn and vegetable-oil exporters. If 
realised, that would help ease strained global grain supplies and take some pressure off food prices that surged to records 
levels in recent months. (See below for Wheat Technical Update). 
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Below are key levels in Stocks and G10 FX the Corellian mentors are focused on. 

Disclaimer: 
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judgements expressed in this presentation and all projections, forecasts and statements concerning future events or possible results 

achieved by Corellian are personal opinions, judgements, projections, forecasts and statements of Corellian and result from the interpreta-

tion by Corellian of the information that was in its possession at the date of preparation of this introductory presentation.  

 


